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Dear Senators and Representatives:

On behalf of our millions of members and supporters across the country, we write with deep concern about -- and strong opposition to -- the September 4th 2020 OMB circular M-20-34, “Training in the Federal Government,” and the related September 22nd 2020 Executive Order on Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping. These directives are beginning to have a damaging and chilling impact on agency efforts to address prejudice, workplace harassment, discrimination, and related challenges. Among other impacts, the cancelation of trainings threatens to interfere with remediation of pending Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) claims and to make some employees who have experienced workplace discrimination feel less capable of getting needed support. Unfortunately, the initiative to stifle trainings is now going far beyond federal agencies themselves.

For the reasons outlined below, we urge that a final FY21 appropriations vehicle or any other moving vehicle in the remainder of this Congress prevent any federal funding from being used to implement these directives, which threaten to have a crippling effect on agencies including those that steward public health and our environment, as well as the contractors who coordinate with them and grant recipients who support their missions to serve the public.

There are many challenges that workplace trainings seek to address. Many of the agencies that protect public health and our land, air, water, wildlife and cultural resources lack diversity, particularly at the managerial level. Recruitment and retention efforts that may help shift this dynamic can benefit from employees across the agencies being educated on the societal challenges, human behaviors and intentional or unintentional discriminatory practices that contribute to these patterns. This includes but is not limited to EEO training. One need look no further than the high-profile cases of sexual harassment and discrimination at the National Park Service to recognize the importance of managers having the discretion to pursue these trainings.

Environmental agencies also face relevant challenges not just within their workforce but in their missions and the impacts the agencies have on communities. This includes, for example, the disproportionate impact of polluting industries on communities of color, with profound public health impacts now exacerbated by the covid-19 pandemic. Visitation to our national parks lacks the diversity that reflects the American public, with numerous barriers to access. Low income communities and communities of color also face disproportionate challenges in access to community parks and other environmental amenities.
The circular and EO have already led to interagency memos that are creating employee and manager confusion. In particular, the National Park Service has indefinitely stopped EEO, sexual harassment, tribal consultation, and disability discrimination training to ensure it is in compliance with the OMB circular. This is having a chilling effect on efforts to train employees on a diversity of issues not necessarily limited to race or privilege. Also put on hold are different workforce development leadership trainings such as those addressing conflict resolution and discriminatory structures in the workplace. The orders’ directives do not only apply to federal agencies, but to contractors and grant recipients, many of whom are proactively seeking to address these workplace issues. Contracts can be denied and grants rescinded if the applicable nongovernmental organizations engage in training.

Federal agencies, contractors and grant recipients, including but not limited to those that regulate and oversee public health and environmental protections, deserve better. We respectfully call on you to support these entities’ engagement in training they deem appropriate and necessary to try to enhance awareness of diversity, harassment and discrimination challenges, employee morale, opportunities for advancement, workplace culture and more.

The civil service and its contractors and grant recipients should have the opportunity to pursue the management and training excellence that is available in the private sector. We ask you to include a provision in a final FY21 appropriations omnibus or other moving vehicle in the remainder of this Congress a provision halting implementation of this regressive OMB circular and EO.

Thank you for considering our views.

Sincerely,
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